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SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER TO SHOW CAUSE ORDER
In our Answer (at 5 n.6), we noted that we never have been given any specific
information about exactly which transactions Enforcement considers manipulative. We also
noted that this information “[p]resumably” was in “the PJM data we received last week”—
materials we had not yet analyzed (id.). One reason we sought an extension was to be able to
delve into transaction-specific data and understand exactly what Enforcement was challenging.
Instead of an extension, the Commission granted us the right to supplement our answer to
address the various newly produced materials. We write this brief supplemental answer to
inform the Commission that the data we were expecting to see were not in what Enforcement
produced.

Enforcement produced summary spreadsheets that aggregated the underlying

transaction data, leaving us unable to tell exactly what allegedly unlawful transactions
Enforcement was asking PJM to “unwind” with its simulations. We also did not receive the
simulations themselves. And we did not receive whatever request Enforcement sent to PJM,
which also presumably would have included transaction-specific data.
Because our footnote might have created an expectation that we would be supplementing
our answer to address transaction-specific data, we write to explain that apparently neither we,
nor the Commission, will have access to those data. We do not know why Enforcement has
declined to identify exactly which trades it considers manipulative, but the only reason we can
think of is to seek to maintain flexibility, down the line, to continue to “adjust” the line between
manipulative and non-manipulative trading. We will object to any moving target, and reserve

the right to argue that any such efforts contradict the Federal Power Act’s penalty assessment
process.
In sum, aside from this submission, we will not be filing a supplemental answer
addressing the recently produced materials. Under the circumstances, the answer we filed last
week sufficiently addressed the other materials, such as voice tapes, that were produced last
week.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this day a copy of the foregoing document has been served upon
counsel for FERC Enforcement in the above-referenced proceeding.
Dated at Washington, D.C., on this 9th day of February, 2015.
/s/
Amber Thornhill
Skadden, Arps, Slate,
Meagher & Flom LLP
1440 New York Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20005

